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Abstract: A New analysis of the electrical resistivity has been studied for Cu-Mn Kondo alloys, and it was found a
solution like a logarithm power series between resistivity and temperature, which cover all ranges of maximum and
minimum in the resistivity and all kinds of interactions at low temperatures. The s-d exchange integral Jsd acting the main
role in Kondo effect Phenomenon, Jsd is negative or positive, according to a kind of interaction between conduction electron
spins of the host normal metal and localized spins of the transition element. PACS: 75: 50, 75:10, 75: 40, 75: 30.
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concentration, c ρA is the resistivity due to the impurity

1. Introduction
Experimentally, a resistance minimum discovered in the
middle of the 1930’s in Cu-Fe alloy [1]. Moreover, after
that several experiments have confirmed this result [2, 3, 4].
After about 30 years, theoretically, the problem of the
resistivity minimum in dilute magnetic alloys was started
and discovered by Kondo in 1964[5], and followed by
many papers [6, 7, 8]. Since then, Kondo himself and
others have put many efforts to developing a complete
theory of the so-called Kondo effect [9]. At the same time,
with Kondo, many theoretical models discovered to explain
this mystery phenomenon [10-21], but until now, the best
model is the s-d exchange model, which belong to the first
half of RKKY interactions [22,33].

2. Theoretical Background

residual resistivity ρ 0 is the sum of ρA and ρ M , ( EF=the
Fermi energy), (Z=number of conduction electrons per
atom), and Kondo neglect all the terms of the order
(KT/EF)2 .
It may notes that, with a negative Jsd, the interaction
leads to increase localized spin disorder resistivity with
decreasing temperature, which may give the following
form:

ρ spin = c ρM − c ( 3zJ sd ρ M / EF ) Ln (T )

(2)

In addition, Hamann derived another well-known
formula for the magnetic resistivity [23], which has the
form:
∆ρ ( T )

Generally, the total resistivity in dilute magnetic alloys is
the sum of many terms, which may include magnetic,
phonon, electron- electron scattering, and residual
resistivity.
The well-known formula for the total resistivity of dilute
magnetic alloys is Kondo’s [5]:

ρ = ρ phonon + cρ A + cρM + c ( 3zJ sd ρM / EF ) Ln (T )

potential, c ρ M the spin scattering resistivity, and the

(1)

Where ρ phonon is the phonon resistivity, c is the impurity
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where + sign → T < Tk
and − sign → T > Tk

(3)

Where TK is the Kondo’s temperature and S is the spin of
the magnetic impurity.
The above expression (3) is in fair agreement with
experiments at temperatures T >TK but this agreement
breaks down progressively with decreasing temperatures.
In 1986 Zhu et.al.[24] derived a method by application
new transport equation to calculate the magnetic resistivity
of dilute magnetic alloys. They deduced a resistivity
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magnetic resistivity ∆ρ as a function of (LnT), and those
lines subject to the following relationship.

expression as a power series in temperature of form:
ρ=

79

2

1
x  x 
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1 −
 − ..........
c  cα  cα 


(4)

Where α = 1 − zLn ( kT / D ) , and x, c, D some variables
connected with s-d exchange interaction and Kondo’s
temperature, and z a positive constant when Jsd<0.
The relation (4) does not diverge logarithmically and
overcomes the defect of the divergence of the Kondo
resistivity at T=0, and has a similar form to Hamman’s
expression, but not identical with it.
Many recent papers have issued [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]
but most of them orbit around the interpretation of the
previous articles.
All expressions above were interesting with resistivity
minimum and Kondo’s temperature, but there is no enough
evidence about the maximum in resistivity.

∆ ρ = a − bLnT
W hen

1 0 − 8 Ω .m

C = 0.0908% M n

(5)

∆ ρ / C = a + bln (T / C )
r = 0.99984826

a = 0.091139764

2

b = − 0.0046047 49 5

We could find that, relation (5) matches with Hamann’s
expression (3).

3. Experimental Background
Many crude data were reported [2, 3, 5, 9] on electrical
resistivity. They come from direct measurements already
carried on Cu – Mn alloys, and many other noble –
transition metals alloys. Mn concentrations ranging from
10.5 ppm to 2081.3 ppm in Cu, and temperatures within the
range of (0.03 – 4.2K).
In the next section, and on the light of above theoretical
background, the experimental data were analyzed above
and below Kondo temperature to examine those theoretical
relations.

4. Results and Discussions

Fig (1).

∆ρ / c %vs. Ln (T/c%) for Cu-Mn alloys

A new examine to experimental data has been made by
making a suit fitting in the whole temperature range from
T>> TK to T <<TK. Where in the absence of minimum and
maximum experimental data, an appropriate software has
made a suitable external extrapolation to show an expecting
minimum and maximum in the resistivity. Figures (2, 3, 4,
5, 6) show a new analysis and give a new logarithm power
series solution as this relation:

By analysis of experimental data, figure (1) shows

∆ρ / c versus Ln (T/c), where bold lines represent pure
∆ρ / c = a + b ln (T / c ) + c(lnT / c)2 + d (lnT / c)3 + e(lnT / c)4 + f (lnT / c)5 + g(lnT / c)6 + h(lnT / c)7 +
i(lnT / c)8 + j( lnT / c ) + k ( lnT / c ) + ..... + n ( lnT / c ) =
9

10

n

n

∑a (lnT / c)

n

n

n=0

(6)
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5.1. Region of Phonons
At high temperatures, which mean above resistivity
minimum, the resistivity of phonons will prevail in spite of
many neglecting mechanisms like electron – electron
scattering, residual resistivity, and traces of magnetic
impurities.
5.2. Region of Resistivity Minimum
Fig (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). ∆ρ / C % vs. Ln (T/c %) for Cu-Mn alloys.

Expression (6) has all kind of magnetic interaction
mechanisms and matches with all theoretical expressions,
where, for example, the first two terms consistent with
Kondo effect and the task of the theoretical physics is to
examine every term in this relation. Figure (5, 6) show
tendency to spin glass regime, which needs widely
investigations.
Values of Jsd were calculated [31, 32] according to a
width of internal field distribution at Tmax (characterize the
maximum value of the resistivity in figure (1)). Whereas
figure (7) represents Tmax variation with Mn’s concentration
and a variation of Jsd with concentration reveals an
expression as the following:
Jsd

0.014898811Ln C

0.17956871 ev (7)

C is Mn's concentration in ppm units.

In this region a conflict between phonons and magnetic
impurity resistivity will happen, which yields a resistivity
minimum, where mathematically the slope of resistivity
will be zero and d 2 ρ > 0 .
dT

2

5.3. Region between Minimum and Kondo Temperature
A kind of antiferromagnetic interactions causes a
logarithmic temperature dependence versus impurity
resistivity, which called Kondo law where Jsd<0, with
lowering temperature, Kondo law will vanish at a
characteristic lower temperature called Kondo temperature.
5.4. Region of Maximum in the Resistivity
The resistivity maximum arises from a combined effect
of the Kondo Ln (T) term with suppression of s-d scattering
by the ordering of localized Mn moments. And below the
Kondo temperature a conflict between antiferromagnetic
and ferromagnetic interactions cause a resistivity maximum
at a temperature called maximum temperature (Tmax)is
associated with the disappearance of the effective moment
2
of the impurity and d ρ
.
dT

2

<0

Figure (7)shows that Tmax is increasing linearly with
concentration, which mean that regions of maximum will
be more flattened with increasing impurity concentrations,
and may be tended to spin glass regime.
5.5. Region between Resistivity Maximum and Zero
Temperature
Fig (7). Tmax vs. C% Mn’s concentrations.

On the other hand, expression (7) reveals that, Kondo
temperature (Tk) which has the following form [25]:
T

−(
K = TF e

n( E F )Jsd )

−1

(8)

(TF (Fermi temperature) =8.12 104 k, and n (EF) =0.294 ev-1)
is strongly variation with changes of concentration, that
mean Tk is not constant, and not consistent with [33-37].

At a temperature T<Tmax a kind of ferromagnetic
interactions will happen and a coupling constant will be
positive Jsd>0, but at T<<Tmax the strong coupling between
the impurity and the conduction electrons leads to
properties drastically different from those observed under
and around the maximum temperature. At T=0 there is no
completing evidence on this point, but may be a residual
resistivity plays a great role in this region.
Finally, the experiments, which had been analyzed in the
light of available theoretical results, still closer to the
ambiguity, and need more extensive theoretical
explanations.

5. Conclusion
In the light of theoretical and experimental achievements,
mechanisms of resistivity in magnetic dilute alloys at low
temperatures can be distributed to the following regions:
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